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History
Many countries adopt the word “Songkran” to refer to the
Theravada Buddhist New Year (TBNY). Songkran derives from
the Sanskrit word, sankrānti, meaning “to move,” which refers to
the new year celebrated in Cambodia, Myanmar, Thailand, Laos,
Sri Lanka, and various parts of northeast India, northern Vietnam,
and Xishuangbanna, China. New Year’s is celebrated for three
days, typically between April 13-15, which is based on lunisolar
Buddhist calendars that’s originally Hindu. Exact dates of New
Year festivities may vary within Southeast Asian countries and
within the diaspora community.
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TBNY IN MAINLAND

Southeast Asia
Mainland Southeast Asia is a vastly diverse region with
many ethnic groups and countries following similar
Songkran practices, culturally and religiously.

List of Southeast Asian countries that celebrate TBNY:

Cambodia

បុណចូល ថ

Laos

ປີໃໝ່ລາວ

Sri Lanka

අලුත් අවුුරුද්ද

Thailand

เทศกาลสงกรานต์

Myanmar

သင်္ကြ�န်ြ ်

Arunachal Pradesh and
Assam, India

Sangken

Bonn Chol Chnam Thmei
Pii Mai Lao

Alut Avurudda

Songkran

Thingyan

泼水节 Water Sprinkling
Festival

Xishuangbanna, China and
northern Vietnam
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HAPPY NEW YEAR IN

ပျော်�်��ရွှှင််ဖွွယ််နှှစ််သစ််

សួួស្តីី�ឆ្នាំំ�ថ្មីី
� �

ສບາຍດີປີໃໝ່

Burmese, Khmer, Lao,
and Thai
ပျော်�်��ရွှှင််ဖွွယ််နှှစ််သစ််

Burmese

Pyawshwinhpwal Nhaitsait

Khmer

សួួស្តីី�ឆ្នាំំ��ថ្មីី�

Lao

ສບາຍດີປີໃໝ່

Thai

สวัสดีปีใหม่

Suasdei Chnam Thmei

Sabaidee Pii Mai

Sawaadee Pii Mai

สวัสดีปีใหม่
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THREE DAYS OF

Theravada Buddhist

New Year

TBNY festivities happen for three, four, or more days
depending on the cultural traditions of the Southeast Asian
country and community. The following pages are common
activities that happen during each day.
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DAY O N E

Goodbye Old Year
The first day is cleansing out the final day of the old year. This is
the day when people clean and organize their houses and Buddha
statues in preparation for the New Year and put together offerings
for the new year angel. It is believed that on this day, a new angel,
typically one of Brahma’s 7 daughters, would descend from heaven
to protect the world throughout the coming year.
On this day, people in Southeast Asia also earn merit and blessings
by building mounds of sand, usually on the riverbanks and temple
grounds, which are then decorated with small triangular flags, flowers, money and candles.
Khmer — Maha Songkran (មហាាសង្រ្កា�ា�ន្តត)
Lao — Sangkhan Luang ( ສງັຂານລ່ວງ )
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DAY T WO

The In Between Day
The second day is an extra long that is between the old and the
New Year, which is considered neither part of the old year nor the
New Year. This day is also known as the day of rest, which means
work is prohibited. Relaxing activities are encouraged, such as visiting relatives and friends, taking trips, or splashing water blessings
at each other. By the evening, there’s typically a circular dance party
called lumvong in Lao, rumvong Thai, or rumvong in Khmer; where
partners get together with movements that include gracefully bending their hands and feet while moving in a circle. Everyone dresses
in their best traditional textiles with plenty of food and drinks to
feast on.
Khmer — Virak Vanabat (វាារៈ�វ៍៍នបត)
Lao — Sangkhan Nao (ສງັຂານເນົາ)
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DAY T H R E E

Welcome New Year’s Day
Day three is the start of the New Year and is the most joyous day
of the festival. People go to the wat (temple) and make offerings to
receive merit. People prepare scented water with fresh flowers and
visit and bring gifts to their parents, grandparents, and elders. They
rinse the hands of their elders with water and ask for blessings and
forgiveness for the past year. At home, people engage in a special
family ceremony to welcome the New Year by taking turns tying
blessing strings around each other’s wrists to wish good luck and
prosperity for the New Year.
In Laos, they engage in a ceremony called the Sukhwan (ສູ່່�ຂວັັນ) or
Baci (ບາສີີ) to welcome the New Year in which participants then take
turns tying the blessed white strings around each other’s wrists to
wish them good luck and prosperity for the New Year. In Cambodia,
they hold a ceremony called the Pithi Srang Preah Ning Neak Mean
Kun (ពិិធីស្រី �ង់់ព្រះ�ះនិិងអ្ននកមាានគុុណ) and the purpose of this ceremony
is to honor and to give a special cleansing to Buddha Statues, the
monks, elders, grandparents and parents.
Khmer — Vearak Loeng Sak (វាារៈ�ឡើ�ើងស័័ក)
Lao — Sangkhan Kheun Pii May (ສງັຂານຂນຶ້ ປີໃໝ່)
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COMMON

Symbols & Festivities
Symbols
Water, Flowers, Buddha Statues
Festivities
Music, dance, games, feasts
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